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Abstract. The well-known term model constructions for equational abstract data type 
specifications provide a basis for elementary semantrc reasoning, but their models !ack the 
structure necessary for reasoning about relationships between the elements. Based upon the 
identities supplied in the data type’s specification, we detine a congruence relation which describes 
the relative ‘answer producing’ behaviour of words in the data type language, leading to a partially 
ordered quotient algebra model. For those data types whose identity sets satisfy a condition 
implying the Church-Rosser (confluence) property, Wadsworth’s approximation property holds: 
the meaning of a word in the model is the least upper bound of the meanings of its ‘syntactic 
approximants’. Thus the moc’zl provides fixed point properties while remaining fuli~~ abstract. 
Introduction c 
The well-known term model constructions for equational abstract data type 
specificationc 17, 10, 15, 231 provide a basis for elementary semantic reasoning, 
but their mcdels lack the structure necessary for reasoning about relationships 
between the elements. As an example, a useful way of understanding a while loop 
is in terms of its finite unfoldings. Equationally, this property is expressed 
while E do S = if E then (S; while E do S) else skip. 
The initial and final algebra constructions provide a semantics for while E do S, 
but the loop’s meaning has no apparent relationship to the meanings of its finite 
unfoldings. One way this problem can be remedied is by treating the while loop 
as a recursive word (procedure) 2nd then ordering the other words of the data type 
language by syntactic structure [S]; the resulting ‘continuous algebras’ contain 
infinite words which represent thi: problematic entities: the loop’s meaning is taken 
as the same as that of an infinitely unfolding conditional [S, 161. 
The approach suggested in this paper builds a partially ordered quotient model 
by defining a congruence reIation which describes the relative ‘answer producing’ 
behaviour of words in the data type language with respect to the identities of the 
specification treated as a subtree replacement system [6, 17, 181. For those data 
types whose identity sets satisfy a condition implying the Church-Rosser 
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(confluence) property, ‘Wadsworth’s approximation pray, arty holds [21, 221: the 
meaning of a woril in the quotient model is the least uppc bound of the meanings 
of its ‘syntactic approximants’. Thus the while loop def. lition is treated as an 
ordinary equational identity, and the meaning of a loop is shown to be the least 
upper bound of the meanings of its finite unfoldings. Fixed point properties are 
provided without adding extra limit points to the model -full abstraction is pre- 
served. 
The uses of the construction and its relationship to the final algebra approach 
[ 12, 221 are briefly discussed in the conclusion. 
1. Preliminaries 
We assume acquaintance with basic concepts from universal algebra, such as 
algebra, homomorphism, congruence relation, quotient algebra, etc., as found in 
[4, 91 and lattice-theoretic ideas such as partial ordering, least upper bound, and 
directed set as in 12, 201. Acquaintance with subtree replacement systems [l, 17, 
181 i: also assumed. 
For notational simplicity we mainly deal with single-sorted algebras. Define an 
algebra .%? to be an (A; F) pair, where A is a nonvoid set oi” &>bjects called the 
carrier, and F is a nonvoid set of finitary total operations upon members of A; the 
rtrrrk of a member f~ F is some II E i% such that f : A” + A. 
A class of algebras is described via a signature 7, where r: N + N is a partial 
functaon defining the rank of operator symbol fk to be 7(k). We say that an algebra 
satisfEes 7 if its operations can be assigned l-l to the operator symbols in a way 
which is consistent with T. 
The signature is csed to generate the word algebra (free algebra with empty 
generating set) It* = (W; F) of 7: all nullary operator symbols are in U/, and if 
rl...., trn E W and ~(k ) = VI, then fk (r 1, . . . , trrz ) E W. Word building operations 
corresponding to each operator fi are defined (when 7(i) is defined) in the obvious 
manner. We dlso use the signature to generate the n-ary polynomial terms (or 
symbols [9]1 of the signature. 
hfmition 1.1. For signature T, II M, the il-ary polynomial terms of r are the 
expressions constructed from operator symbols f 1, f’2, . . . , ~7, . . . ;Ind variable 
name5 .Y 1, ~2, . . . , xi, . . . as follows: 
c i) if 7 tk 1 = I), then fk ( ) is a II -ary polynomial term; 
[iii if i- H, then variable name .ui is an tt -ary po’lynomial term; 
[iii! if Pl.. , , , fw are H -ary polynomial terms and T( k j = IN, then 
/‘k#‘i,. *. , Pm ) is an 12 -ary polynomial term. 
Fw rr-ary pdynmr~ial term F and words t 1, . . . , 01, we write F(t 1, . . . , trz ) to 
\tanJ for the word created by substituting ri for each occurrence of si in F. 
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Note that if F =fk(Pl, . . . ,Pm),r(k)=m, then F(tl,...,tn)== 
fk(Pl(t1,. . . ,tn), . . . , P&l,. . . , tn )). Let the applica.tion of words t 1, . . . , tn to 
n -ary polynomial term F be called an instantiation of F. For n 3 0, let the set of 
n -ary polynomial terms of T be denoted as En. 
We use the polynomial terms to construct a specification of an abstract daea type 
(without hidden operators) as in [7, lo]. The specification of a single-sorted abstract 
data type is a (7, 8) pair, where 7 is the signattire of a class of algebras YC, and 8 
is a set of (F, G) pairs such that F, G E En, for some n 2 0, and each variable xi in 
G also occurs in F. Throughout this paper we assume that the identities are linear: 
no variable xi appears more than once in F. We call g the set of identities of the 
specification; pairs (F, G) are also written as F = G. The identities are intended to 
specify equalities that an algebra in ;rC must satisfy in order to be considered’an 
implementation of the specification. 
1Recall that the word algebra %% 3% generated by a signature 7 is the initial 
algebra in YC in the sense that for all &EY~ there exists a. unique homomorphism 
(semantics) & from ‘,V to ~4. Using the procedure described in [8], #.d can also 
be used to interpret polynomial terms as functions upon ~4. 
Definition 1.2. An algebra ti E 3% is an abstract data type satisfying specification 
(T, ZC) iff 
(i! T is the signature for &‘; 
,ii) for all (F, G) E 2!? such that F, G E En, and for all CI 1, . . . , art EA, 
b#tdf9(a 1, . . . 9 an)=(&G)(al,. . . ,an). 
In [7,8] the algebra which is initial in t:le class of algebras satisfying (T, E) is 
called the abstract data type of the specification. Here we choose not to be so 
dogmatic in order to motivate the results which folIow. 
2. Subtree replacement systems 
The operational value of a data type specificaticn is obtained by using its identities 
as word simplification (reduction) schemes. Treat a word M = CiF(t 1, . . . , trz ‘U, 
C E E 1, FE En, as a hierarchically constructed data object-a tree. The identity 
F = G can be used to rewrite the subtree F(t1,. . . , trz, of M to G(t1,. . . , OZ), 
yielding M’ = C(G(t 1, . . . , trz )). In general, we use the identities to construct a 
subtree replacement system [ : 7, 181 over W. The system is useful for it allows 
syntactic simplification of a w:ird in the language while preserving the underlying 
meaning [6]. 
For word R =fi(tl,. . . , ttn ), T(i) = m, fi is the root of R when viewed as a tree. 
The root and inner operators are cat:(ld nodes of the tree. When R is an instantiation 
of a polynomial term F such that (F, G) E Zf, say that R is a rcdex. The head of 
the redex R, head(R), is that set of nodes which matches exactly the operators 
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contained in F (but not the variables xi in F); e.g., if 






c c C 
then 
head(R) = f 
The head gives the minimal tree structure needed to ensure that R is a redex-the 
s&trees of R disjoint from the head can be altered without changing R’s status 
as a redex. The replacement of redex R = F(f1, . . . , tm ) using (F, G j E g yields 
C3r 1, , . . , tm ) and is called a reduction. Redex R can be a subword of some word 
M, and the reduction of R to R’ in M causes the R subtree to be replaced by the 
R’ subtree in M’, e.g., if M = H( R ), H E E 1, then the reduction results in Ai* = 
PAIR’), and we write kC42’. When M=MO>Ml>. l +Mt =N, II 20, we 
write M a Iv, and the sequence of transformations is called a reduction sequence. 
A word which contains no redexes is in norma!f’orm. 
If R/I = H(S) Hf(S’) = M’ by the replacement of redex S by S’, then say that a 
redcx R in M is redwcd if head(S) n head(R) # { }. The definition is intended to 
formalize the idea of an explicit versus implicit reduction-if R = S, then the 
reduction is explicit, else it is implicit. This situation is analogous to that encountered 
in the il&-calculus when an q-redex (As. A4x) is eliminated by applying the p-rule 
to combination f (AX. Ms )N,L 
We also define the concept of a residual of a redex. Informally, if M > N by 
reduction ~4 so~c redex S, and R is a redex in M, the residuals of R in N are 
those homk~gous copks of R propogated due to the reduction. 
Definition 2.1. If R : nd S are rcdexes in word M, and M HV by reduction of 
rcdex S using identity :c = G, then the resaduals of R in N are 
ri) if head(R I A head(S) # ( }, nhen R has no residuals in Nr 
rii I if S is a subword of R, and the respective heads of the redexes are nonover- 
lapping, ix., M =Pl(R), R =PZ(tl,. . . , Q(S), . . . . OH), Pl, &El, Ph Em, 
!I.. , . *ml E W, 2nd S reduces to S’, N = Pl(R’), R’- P2~1, . . . , C&S’), . . . . t/r1 ). 
then R ’ is the sole residual of R in N ; 
(iii, if R is a subword of S, alld their heads are nonoverlapping, i.e., M = Pl (SL 
S -FUl,. ..,QlR,,. . . Jm), and Pl,&El,tl,..., tmEW, then N= 
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Pl(G(t1,. . . , Q(R), . . . , tm)), and those ccqies of R propogated in the instan- 
tiation of G are the residuals of R ; 
(iv) if R and S are disjoint in M, then the sole residual of R in N is the copy 
homologous to R in M. 
The residual of a redex is itself a redex because its head is left unaltered. The 
concept of residual can be extended by transitivity. Say that a redex Rn q7f word 
N is a descendant of a redex RO of M if M=MO>Ml>* l +Mn =N, ,and for 
each A4 >M(i + l), a redex Ri of A4 has a residual some R(i + 1) in M(i + 1). 
Let 3 be a set of redexes in M. Consider a reS_rction sequence M 2 N in which 
the only redexes reduced are descendants of members of 3. Such a reduction 
sequence is called a reduction relative to 3. A complete reduction relative to 8 is 
one in which the final term N contains no descendants of 3% 
We only wish to deal with replacement systems such that 8 is well-behaved; 
such systems possess the ‘strong closure propertv’, a restricted form of the closure 
property of [ 17, 181. 
Defhaitirlon 2.2. Z, a linear identity set, has the strong closure property iff 
(i) for all distinct (Fl, Gl), (F2, G2) E g:, there exists no R E W’ such that R 
is an instantiation of both Fl and F2; 
(ii) for all redexes M such that M contains another redex R, the reduction of 
A4 to N followed by a complete reduction relative to the residuals of R in N leads 
to the same term N’ as does the reduction of R in M to M’ followed by the 
reduction of the residual of M in M’: 
where res(& 8) stands for the set of residue.: of redex set %! in word Q, and the 
labels on the arrows state the redexes reduce d in the sequence. Note that M‘s 
residual must always exist following R’s reductbn; 
(iii) for all other redexes I’ in M disjoint from R, the descendants of Y in N’ 
(along the &Z > M’ > N’ reduction) are in l-l (homologc,us) correspondetice with 
the descendants of Y in N. 
An important consequence ol’ Definition 2.2(G) is that no word can contain 
redexes whose heads overlap. 
As an example, take identities 
* 
f(c( ),.ul)=g(xl), a(c( )) = d( 1. 
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The two member set clearly satisfies Definition 2.2(i), and clauses (ii) 
be shown to hold with a str!lctural induction-like proof. 
f(c( ), f(g(c( )), g(c( )))) and R the first instance of R(C( >‘I, we have 
and (iii) can 
For M= 
J \, 
f(c( 1, f(d( 1, g(c( )>U g(f(g(c( h g(d ))N 
\ J 
g(ftd( 1, gk ( )))I 
The following results hold for systems possessing the strong closure property: their 
proofs are found in [ 17, 181. 
Lemma 2.3. For all ki E W, a set of redexes 2, all contained in AI, and redex R 
a1.w in M, if for all S E 2, R is not a subword of S, then the following diagram 
Lemma 2.4. For all M E W, a set of redexes 9 in M, any reduction relatiw to 9 
UUI he extended to a complete reduction reiative to $2, and all complete reductions 
Theorem 2.5. (the Church-Rosser/confluence property). For d M, N, P E W’, if 
.\I - AL .V -T P, th there rxists LI Q E W such that N :C Q and P 3 0. 
Corollary 2.6. Normal forms ifz a system possessirq t/w cot2flucnce proptvtj are 
um$(e, i.e., no word has two distinh normal forms. 
3. The quotient model 
Treating the identities of the abstract data type as a rewriting system, we wish 
to compare the relative computational behaviour of the members of the word 
algebra corresponding to the specification. Assume that some subset of the normal 
ftrrms of IV +I If’-- (Nf; F) have intuitive meaning as answer forms (e.g., the 
numerals in a data type specification of arithmetic); call this set -2”. We wish to 
judge the merit of a word based upon its ability to contribute to ‘answer production’. 
I)clinc ;I rwrrtext to be a unary polynomial term: a member of E 1. A context is an 
:q%:ratinp cn\~ironment for a word. 
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Ddnition 3.1. For all M, N E W, 
(i) N is better defined than M, written M c N, iff for all contexts C, for all 
V E Y, C(M)> V implies C(N)2 V; 
(ii) A4 is operationally equivalent to M, written A4 = N, iff A4 c JV and N c M. 
It is easy to see that = is an equivalence relation, and induces a partial order c 
over WI==, the equivalence classes of =. Let [AI]= represent the equivalence class 
of word M. 
Proposition 3.2. M c N if and only if for all contexts C, C(M) c C(N). 
Proof. (+) for any context C’, C’(M) -3 V implies C’(N) 2 V, V E 9’. Let C’ -= 
C”(C), all contexts; since all are arbitrary, the result follows. 
(3) let C=xl. El 
Proposition 3.3. M a N implies M = AL 
Proof. Clearly N t M, and M c N follows by the confluence property, as answers 
are themselves in normal form. Cl 
I 
f 
Define the relation cnv: W x W as the symmetric, transitive closure of 2. 
Corollary 3.4. M cnv N implies M = IV. 
Proof. By the confluence property and = taken as an equivalence relation. El 
Corollary 3.5. For specification (7, 8) and its corresponding word aigt+ra T:‘” = 
(W; F), if operation fk' E F’ is defined as fk’([M l]“, . . . , [Mn]=) = 
[fk(Ml,..., Mn)]=, T(k)=,qMd ,..., MnE W, then (W/=;F’) is au abstract 
data type satisfyirzg (r, %>. 
Proof. By Propositions 3.2, 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 and =r as a congruence relation 
with respect to the definition of F’. 0 
We wish to utilize the partial ordering on W/= to derive some useful properties 
about contexts and the members of W itself. View a context @ as a function 
C: w/z+ w/z, C([M+) = [C(M)]=, excusing the ambiguity caused by using C 
to represent both operator and operation. We write u X for the least upper bound 
(1.u.b.) of X E: W/= (if it exists); a set X is directed if all finite subsets of X have 
an upper bound in X; a context III’ is monotonic if for all M, N E W, M c N implies 
C(M) c C(N), i.e., [Ml= G [NJ= implies C([M]==) E C([N]a). The idea of 
monotonicity can be extended to rz-ary polynomial terms, but we have no need to 
do so here. 
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Definition 3.6. A context C is continuous with respect to a directed set X if 
whenever both u X and M’ = u {C(xi Ix E X} exist in W/= then C(u X) = M’. 
Note that the definition Gf continuity of a context is with respect to specific 
directed sets, as opposed to all directed sets. 
In general, a directed set in IV/= may not have a 1.u.b.: consider a specification 
which contains the riatural numerals, tupling, subscripting, and a ‘totally undefined 
numeral’ R. If the numerals less f2 are taken as the answer set, the directed set 
{[(I, ml==, [(1, 1, ml--, w, Lb m-, ’ ’ - } has no 1.u.b. in the model. (Its ‘natural’ 
1.u.b. would be an infinite tuple of 1’s.) 
The following lemma provides a sufficient condition for determining whether the 
1.u.b. of a directed set exists. 
t,emma 3.7. Given directed set X and word M, if for all contexts C, V E I” (there 
e.yi.m [PI== EX such that C(P) 2 V), if (C(M) 2 V), then [Ml=: is the 1.u.h. of X. 
Proof. First, [IV]== is an upper bound of X, as 4e antecedent is equivalent to (for 
all IpI- F X, C(P) 3 5’ implies CM) 2 V), meaning Vx E X, s c [M]=. Now 
irssumc that there exists another upper bounrl [IN]= such that not M =N; by 
definition there exists a V E Y, and a context C’, such that C’(!M) 2 V and not 
C’V4 ) 7 t< Hut by the assu.nption, there is a [P-l= E X such that C’(P) 2 V, implying 
not 1’~ :‘4. a contradiction. Thus [Ml- is also the least upper bound. III 
Definition 3.8. For directed set X, say that u X = [MI= is an exact I.tc.h. of X iff 
for all contexts C (there exists [P] = EX such that C(P) 2 V), iff (C(M) 3, V). 
I‘hus t..r.act !.u.b.s of directed sets have the ‘Lemma 3.7’ property. Whether or 
not all 1.il.h.s 2rc exact is an open question. 
Proof. C&en context C’ and directed set X, since C’ is monotonic, {C’(s) 1 s E X} 
is tiirccted C’i J X ) is an upper bound, which gives the ‘only if’ portion of Definition 
3.8. :‘\s:ow; ;incc / ,f X = [,%I]== is exact, for all C, 1,‘ E 3 ‘, C(M) 2 V implies there 
cxistr [Pi--7 E X such that C(P) 2 1~‘. Since the contexts of form C’(C) are included 
in fh‘: se’ r:! all contexts, the ‘if‘ portion of Definition 3.8 is also satisfied. Thus 
(“i, _ .Y ::I, the 1.u.h. of {C’!.Y )/I E X}. 2 
Our illtcntlon is to prove a generalization of Wadsworth’s lambda--calculus 
j-~rc~xlnlaticlri tl cc>rcm 121, 221: that tht.- mea:k~~ of a word is the least upper ._ 
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bound of the meanings of its syntactic approximants. We must first be assured that 
W/z has an element _L such that 1 cx for all x E W/T If it does not, we can add 
one by generating the set of words of signature T with a generating set containing 
a new symbol 0, i.e., we generate the words of T as if J? were an additional nullary 
operator symbol. Let WO stand for the set of words generated. Since 0 is not 
a redex, nor an answer, nor a subterm of any member of 8, an induction on the 
steps of the reduction C(n) 3 V, V E LY, C’ E E 1, shows that. for all A4 E Wfl, 
C(M) > V as well, implying fl CM. If the identity set % has the strong closure 
property with respect to W, % also has stron, 0 closure with respect to WL!, as fl 
does not appear in the head of any rede.x. I?esults 3.2-3.5 carry through, and 
(WO/=; F) is a model of the specification. Hereon we assume existence of I 
in the carrier W/= (or Wfl/=, if necessary! and call the inverse image f?. The 
following definitions come from [22]. 
Definition 3.11. A word M E W is 
(i) in approximate normal form if it contains no redexes; 
(ii) a direct approximant of a word A4 if it is in approximate normal form and 
matches M except at occurrences of 0; 
(iii) the best direct approximant of A4 if it is a direct approximant of M and R 
only occurs corresponding to outermost redexes in AI; 
(iv) an approximate normal form of M if it is a direct approximant to a word 
N such that M HV. 
Let .&M) denote the apjlroximate normal forms of ME W, i.e., .&M) = 
{N’lMWV and IV’ is a direct: approximant of IV}; let Mb denote the best direct 
approximant of M. Our goal is to show for all words M, [Ml=: = 
iJ {[N]= jN E&Wz)). 
Proposition 3.12. For all words N which are direct appomharzts of AI, N c Mb. 
Proof. As 0 c M, the result follows from the monotonicity of contexts. n 
Lkmma 3.13. F or all words P, if P > P’ then Pb c P’b. 
Proof. Let P=F(tl,. . . , trni. FEEln,and tl,. . . y trn be all the outermost redexes 
in P. Then PI, = F(,i’2, . . . , f2). Let R, the redex reduced, be contained in term tk, 
i.e., P=F(tl,..., G(R),. . ., tmDF(t1.. . .,G(R’),. . . tm)=P’, GEE~. In the 
case that all new redexes created by the reduction are totally contained in C(R’), 
then Pi, =F’&!, . . . ,a,. . . , O>, where a: is the best direct approximant of G(R’). 
Since 0 c IY., Pb c P”b. 
On the other hand, the reduction may have created ‘upward’ rcdexes whose 
heads intersect F. Consider any one such redex: we can view the situation by 
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splitting F into subcontexts F’ and F”, giving 
P=F’(tl,. . . ,ti,F”(t(i+l), . . ., tk,. . . ,tjj, t(i+l), . . . ,td, 
P’= F’(t1, . . . , ti, F”(t(i + l), . . . , G(R’), . . a , tl’), r(j + l), . . . , tm), 
Pb=F’(Rl,...,Ri,F”(R(i+l),...,Rj),R(j+l),...,nnt) 
and 
P’b = F’(fll, . , . , J2i, ok, f2( j -t I), . . . , fi?m 1, 
where the new, upward redex is determined by the identity (F”(H), K) such that 
F%El andH,KEE(i--i). 
Let LY = F’W(i + l), . . . , f2j) and suppose Pb = PO > Pl > l l l >Pm = V. Define 
the ‘head’ of ar to be a cx itself, and use Definition 2.1 to define the notion of a 
*a-descendant’ in a Pi; do the same with f2k. The inductive step of the proof shows 
if P’i is Pi with all a-descendants replaced by Rk, then P’i > P’(i + 1) and P’(i + 1) 
is related similarly to P(i + 1). Clearly the replacement of (Y in PO gives P’O. Given 
Pr’ > Pii -+- 1 ), let Ri be the redex contracted. 
First, consider the case where head is disjoint from all a-descendants; the 
homologous subword to Ri in P’i is also a redex and can be reduced. Any 
(Y -descendants disjoint from R in Pi will have lone cu-residuals in P(i + 1); the 6% 
descendants in P’i in l-l correspondence with the a-descendants in Pi will produce 
lone f?k-residuals in the homologous positions in P’(i + 1) since the same identity 
is used. These a-descendants contained within Ri may be propogated as described 
in Definition 2.Uiii); again the l-l correspondence of the fIk subwords with the 
nested a-descendants is preserved in P’(i + 1) since the same identity was used in 
the reduction. 
Next, consider the case where head intersects an a-descendant. As 12 is not 
a part of any identity !as noted above), head (Ri) intersects only the F” part of the 
u -descendant. However, such a situation 
closure property., as the heads of distinct 
replacing the intersected a-descendant 
GrR’I, . . . , tj). 7 
viol$tes Definition 2.2(ii! of the strong 
redex;es overlap in the word formed by 
in Pz’ by the redex F”(t(i + l), . . . , 
Proof. Gif*en words U, i,’ E s_z’(M), let iV and P denote the words which U and 1’ 
directly approximate. By Proposition 3.12 we need only consider the best direct 
approximants N/J and Pb. E_ the confluence property, there exists word Q such 
that 5’ ;z Q and P 2 Q. By Lemma 3.13 and a simpie induction N/I c Q/I at 1 
YI, c Qh. z 
The completion of the proof of the approximation property involves a series of 
kmmas of which the most crucial is based upon a theorem of I ewy’s [13] originally 
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stated for the lambda-calculus. Let A4 APN stand for a reduction sequence from 
iW to N such that no step in the sequence reduces either explicitly or implici!ly a 
redex which is a descendant of a redex R, R a subword of P, P contained in A4. 
In general, we use Mb,N TV denote the generalization of the concept when cy 
represents a set of disjoint subwords in M. 
Lemma 3.15. For all contexts C, for all words M, if C(M)A,N, M E CY and M 2 Q, 
thenthereexistsNk WsuchthatN>N’andC(Q)&N’, where~=(a,\(td])u{Q}. 
Proof. An induction on the number of moves taken from M to Q gives the result; 
we must justify the following claim: if C(M) A, N, M > P, then there exists N 
such that N a N’ and C(P) A, N’, where ,G = ((X\(M)) u {P). For proof, let CM) = 
MO>Ml >q l +Min = N, R be the redex reduced in M z== P, and 9i the set of 
descendants of R in Mi. By an induction on i = 0, . . . , HZ, we show that there exists 
a reduction C(P) = Ps) ?$ Pi such that a complete reduction relative to 2% in Mi 
yields Pi, where occurrences of descendants of redexes in /3 in Pi are homologous 
to occurrences of descendants of redexes in cy in Adi (in particular, occurrences of 
descendants of P are homologous to those of ML The basis is obvious; for the 
induction, if redex Si is reduced, we have by Lemma 2.3 
since no member of 39 can contain Si. Since the occurrences of descendants of 
redexes in p in Pi are homologous to those of o in Mi, the reduction of Si in both 
Mi and Pi uses the same rule scheme and preserves their relative relationships in 
M(i + 1) and P(i + 1). Further, the Sj reduced is not a descendant of a redex of #, 
for if it were, the homologous relationship of the descendants implies that a 
corresponding subword, a descendant of cy, would contain the reduction as well; 
thus PO A, P(i + 1). For Mm z= iV, the complete reduction of %kz gives Pm = 
N’. El 
Following [24], say that a reduction M = MO > Ml > . l l > Mn = N is inside-out, 
written M a,.,,. N, if for all i, 0 c i S (n - 1 ), the redex Ri reduced in step Mi > 
hZ(i f 1) is not a descendant of a redex containled in redex Rj reduced at step 
M’ >M(j + 11 for i < i. Say that inside-o& reductions are conrpkte, if whenever 
M 2 N, then there exists N’ such that N 2 N’ and M 2i.o. N’. 
Lemma 3.16. If inside-out reductions are complete, then C(M) 2 N implies there 
exist tvords M’ and N’ such that A4 2 M’, N 2 N’, and C(M’) 6~ N’. 
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Proof. By induction on contexts: 
(i) C = c ( ), a nullary operator: take M’ = M, N’ = N ; 
(ii) C=xl: takeM’=NJV’=N; 
(iii) C =f(Cl, . . . , CHZ ), f an 172 -ary operator, Cl, . . . , Cm contexts: the proof 
is stated using Fig. 1. Each reduction is labelled; we justify the diagram. 
Fig. 1. 
A JC t . fl)thwS by assumption; 2. and 3. result from inside-out completeness, and 
3. and S. arc the decomposition of arc 2. In particular, note that since the reduction 
is inside-out, no Pi, 3 F-- i -- m, has a descendant of its redexes reduced to obtain 
,W’ in 5. ctJCS fi., 7., and 8. result from the repeated application of the inductive 
hypothesis to each G’(M), 1 ‘1 i 51 IPI : 121 ~wWi, Pi 3 Pi’, and G(M) zi.0, Ah”. 
Repeatedly applying Lemma 3.15 to each f( Pl’, . . . , P(i - l)‘, Pi, . . . , Pm ), for 
1 - i c_ tn. yields 
fP 4 I’, . . . . Pi’, . . . , Pm) --P----e Ni’, 
( f’ I ‘. , II ‘.. . f’m } 
and for i L- tn. ;trcs 9. and 10. follow. Note that for each Mi E {M 1, . . . , Mu) in 
7., dcsccndants of A4 are subwords of the corresponding Pi’ E jrl’. . . . , f’ru ‘) in 9. 
This implies 
14) the confluence pr,>perty. there exists a word P such th.rt each Mi 3 P. By 
wpcatcd application of Lemma 3.15 tc:, word _‘KltP‘,, . . . , C(i - lj\P), 
~i’rM’!‘* . . . , CHZ 04~1 )), 1 ‘--- i c m, we obtain 
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where the repeated Ps in {p(. . . , P,. . . , Mm} are taken to mean the disjoint 
occurrences of P. For i = m, we obtain arcs ll., 12., and 13. Arc 14. follows from 
the definition of C. Take M’ = P and N’ = Ny7z”. 0 
The proof of the completsness of inside-out reductions is given in the next section. 
Lemma 3.17. For al/M, N E W, ifC(M) &., N, Ni’n normal form, then C(Mb) 2 N. 
Proof. Let C(1M)=MO>Ml~Ml>* l . >Mn = N, and Bi be the descendants 
of the redexes in IM in Mi. We show fpr i = 0, . . . , n, C(M) >Mi implies there 
exists a sequence C(Mb) aMi’ where Mi” is Mi following the replacement of the 
(outermost) members of .Si in Mi by 0. The basis step follows from the definition 
of Mb = MO’. For the induction we have C(M) &,Mi > M(i + 1) by reduction of 
redex Ri. Since Ri&%!i, Ri exists in a homologous position in Mi’; further, it must 
be a redex, for if it were not, then the replacement of a member of 2i by i’2 has 
altered the head of Ri so that it is no longer reducible, implying that a member 
of St’ intersects the head of Ri and is implicitly reduced when Mi H&i -+ I), which 
is not possible. Thus Ri in Mi’ is reducible, yielding M(i + 1)‘. The same rule 
scheme is used on Mi and Mi’, and the replacement of members of 92 (i + I) by 0 
in M(i + 1) leads to the same M(i + 1)‘. Finally, since M/z = N is m rlorma! form, 
&I=( ),andM/r’=N. ‘L_I 
Lemma 3.18. Assumirlg irlsidc-out comp&erwss, gic’erz word M, if C(l4) 2 V, V E I ‘, 
then there exists a word N E d(M) such that C(N) 2 V. 
Proof. Lemma 3.16. states existence of word M’ such that A4 2: M’, V 2 V’, ‘lnd 
CCM’) A*l’ V’. Since V E Y, V is in normal form, so V’ = V. By Lemma 3.1’7, 
C(M’B j 3 V as well, and since M’h E d(M), choose N = M’h. t7 
We have reached the point where the main result of the paper can be stated. 
Theorem 3.19. For all M E W, [Ml= = u {[N 1” 13 E d(M)}. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.14, .&AI) is directed; we show M to be ;ts exact 1.u.b. using 
the criteria of Definition 3.8. 
(c-) Given N E d(M), N is a direct approximant of some word N’ such that 
AZ -2 N’. This implies N c N’ --AZ, and for all contexts C, C(N) 3 V implies C(M) 3 
1: V E ‘J : 
(+) Immediate from Lemma 3.18. EI 
4. Proof of inside-out compDeteness 
The proof strategy is taken from [13]. Based upon a replacement system of 
identities 8, we construct a labelled replacement system which will be used to 
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provide a history of an arbitrary reduction and rearrange it in inside-out form. To 
do so we consider a subclass of specifications called ‘acceptable’: 
Definition 4.1. An abstract data type specification (r, Z$ is acceptable if 8 has the 
strong closure property and contains no identities of the form 
ti) xl =G,GeEl; 
(ii) fi(x 1, . . . , xnz 1 = G’, 7(i) = m, G E Em, m 2 0 
In general, we care not about form (i), for any identity set containing an instance 
of ri) either generates a trivial model or violates Definition 2.2.(i). However, form 
(ii) is sometimes useful--projection operators such as RI (x 1, x 2) = x 1 fit this format. 
We comment in a later section how restriction (ii) can be avoided, but for now we 
accep! it to make the proofs which follow simpler. 
Given an acceptable data type specification (T, %), we wish to create a corre- 
sponding word algebra such that the words are labelled with numerals, and the 
corresponding replaceme:lt system propagates the labels in a well-defined fashion. 
Definition 4,2. For sigsnaturl: 7, the labelled word algebra for 7 is H” = ( W ; F’), 
where W’ is the set of words defined by 
rir if T(i) = 0, tz E 2, then II . fi( ) E W’; 
cii, if tii) =/II, tz EL, clrrd fl, m . . , tm rz W’, then II .,fi(tl, . . . , 071)~ W’: 
F’ is the set of operations {ta . fi in E %, 7(i) defined} such that if 7(i) = lli and 
I 1, . . . , trt1 E W’, then t’ie application of II . fi to 11, . . . , tttz yields result 
II . fi a f 1, . . . , tr11 ). 
IMinition 4.3. For signature T, rz or 0, the !abelled II -arV polvnomial terms of 7 are 
t hc cxprkons 
4 i I 111 . fit !, for T(Z’ I ~(1 and HZ E ‘*J; 
4 ii) tjz . xi, for i - _ II, xi :I variable name and IH E pti; 
,.. 
lll!l frl. ficil,. . . I tp 1, f?.Jr ~(i ) = p, m E N, and labelled TV -ary polgomial terms 
rl.. . . , tp. 
A laM2ed 12 -ary polynomial term F’ built from T corrcsporzds to 12 -aq polynomial 
ttxm F of 7, if the homologous operator symbols fk in F match IIZ, fk in F’, i.e. 
removing the labels from F’ gives F. An instantiation of a labelled II -ary polynomial 
term is Q=Plrl.. . ..w, rl,. . ., trr E MI’, where each fi is bound to occurrences 
cjf :ht corresponding 11ii . si in P such that the label on the root node of fi in 0 
kc9incs rlzi. Define head to be those labelled nodes homologous to 
h~adc F 1. Define root$‘) similarly. We use Lhead( F’) = {m 1 uz .fk E head( and 
Lroott F’ I - !,m 1 HZ .fk = root{ F’I) where F’ is a labelled jz-ary polynomial term OI 
;5r! instantiation of one. Use maxts) to denote the maximum element in a set of 
rrumtztr\ Y. 
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The necesslly of the labels on the variables in a polynomial term is due to the 
following rule for constructing a reduction system for the labelled words. 
Definition 4.4. For abstract data type specification (T, ‘Q, the set of labelled iden- 
tities %’ is derived from % as follows: 
for (F, G) E %‘, make (F’, G’) E S?‘, where 
(i) F’ corresponds to F, i.e., each operator ti and variable x,’ in polynomial term 
F are labelled by arbitrary natural numbers to produce labelled operators ni. fi 
and labelled variables nj. xj in F’; 
(ii) given m = max(Lhead(F’)\(Lroot(F’)) + 1, G’ corresponds t> G such that 
(a) the root g0 in G is labelled with p0 = max(Lroot(F’) u(m)\, giving 
~0. g0 as the root of G’, 
(b) all other n -ary operator symbols gi in G are labelled with 112, giving rn . gi 
in G’, 
(c) each variable symbol . ..j in G is labelled by pl’ = max((m} u {rzj]), where 
nj is the label of variable nj. xj in F’, giving PJ’. xi in G’. 
As an example, consider identity 






g c’ xl 
I 
.I- 1 .Y 2 C’ c x 1 
‘The set of Identities 
((4. f(r, g(s . s I), :.h (If . X2, c.c( ), H’.C.( I)), 
n . h(m . g(p . s l), Jr2 . c( ), p . xl))Jq, r, s, t, 14, L’, I,+’ EN 
112 = (max{r, t, c, IV)) + 1, I:! = max{r;, HZ}, p = max((m) u {s))} 
belong to F. 
A word R E W’ is a redex if there exists (F’, {G’) E 25” such that R is an instantiation 
of F’ --note that this implies that both the opzrator symbols and labels of R match 
exactly those specified in F’, even in the subtrees homologous to the rtli ‘ xi variables 
in F’. A reduction is defined as in Section 2, and use Definition 2.1 to define. the 
notion of residual. The label value of the r130t of a residual of a redex may be 
diffeknt from the root label value of the original redex. For this reason, we define 
the degree of a redex R E W’ L s ?X degree (I?) = max(L,head( R )\L.root(R 1). 
Proposition 4.5. If M ) N by reductiorz of redex R in M, and S is a redex irz M, 
t/tell reridrrals of S irt IV have the same degree as S. 
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Proof. Consider the relationship of S to R in M: 
(i) R and S are disjoint: obvious; 
(ii) R = S: then no residuals of S exist; 
(iii j S is a proper subword of R : if head(S) n head(R) f { }, then no residuals 
exist due to the implicit reduction of S in the same step. Else S is cor.tained in 
some word tk in R = F’(t 1, . . . , h, . . . , an); the reduction can at most alter the 
label value of root(rk), implying that even if S = tk, the degree of the residuals of 
S rcaqains unchanged; 
liv) A IS a proper subtree of S; similar to (iii). c1 
We shall find it useful to reduce the identity set %T’ to a smaller set by limiting 
the identities to those pairs (F’, G’) such that max(Lhead(F’)\Lroot(F’)‘) <a, for 
\omc chosen value (Y HO. Reductions are limited to those redexes of degree less 
than o! equal to N. Call the resulting subtree replacement system an cr-restricted 
Iahciied system using identity set &‘(a: ). 
Proof. It is easy to see that Pra,) satisfies clause (i) of Definition 2.2 if i“ does. 
For rii ), bet the redex in question be called A4 and its inner redex be R. i3ue to 
f’ropocition 4.5, reduction of M can be fo!Icswed by the complete reduction relative 
10 residuals of R, leading to N’. Likewise, the reduction of R in hf followed bl 
thy &dual of M in M’ leads to N”. Both N’ and N” correspond to the same 
unlaheflcd word, as i has strong cIosurc. We must show that the labels of N’ match 
the IaMs of .V”. I XI M and M’ be matched by (F’, G’) E ? ‘, and R and ils residuals 
h;~* matched by #f ‘, K’) E / ‘. The iabeIs for nodes i in head(M) wil! IX calied ai, 
~rrd the suhtrrtt:s matching the variables in F’ called .F = {t 1, . . . , tnr). Since the 
unlaheIlcd system has the strong closure property, this implies headM j A head@ 1 L- 
I t d p---R 4 I is contained in some subtree ti E 3. Let tk stand for subtree in 3 not 
~t~-~taining R. Let the tahels for nodes i in tk bi: enumerated tkj, and the root of 
tk to bc tk0. The labels in R are numbered pi, and root(/Z \ = r0. 
Nwv consider A4 WW bv reduction of R: since R is contained in ti, the iabels 
irl headMj and disioint subtrees tk are unaltered. Also those nodes in ti disjoint 
frc)m R arc unaltered. Let the resulting labels in .R’ be enumerated as Q’, rC)’ being 
UX IaM of rootrli’). The subsequent reduction of M“> N’ using identity F’ = G’ 
.~.itt- new iakeIw fli’ for those nodes in hcad( G’). The subtrees t 1, . . . , tm change 
I:ih& (jnI>. at their root nodes: for subtrecs tk, root(tk ) = max(rkC), m ), ITI = 
~~~w~M’~ - 1 = deRree(M I+ 1. for subtree ri containing R’, we delineate two 
CN-+: if rwtui) = rt)otUi?. then the IabeI of root(R’) becomes max({rO’, HZ )I, 
I-(,’ m;ix({dc’grt’ctR t + 1. ti0)). Otherwise the label of root(R’j stays rO’, and the 
!:!S~CP rbt rocjti ti t i\ rniixt iriO. IFI 1). 
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We now need to compare these results to the reduction A4 > N > N”. It is plain 
that any discrepancies in label values will occur in subtree ti, so we concentrate on 
it. When M S’V via (F’, G’), the label of root(ti) becomes max((ti0, degree(M) + 
1)) = ti0’. Residuals of R are not nested, so we now consider reduction of a residual 
of R in one of the propagated copies of tz’: those nodes disjoint from the residual 
are left unaltered; since R is wholly contained in ti, its head is disjoint from head(M), 
and so the labels on the nodes of the contractum R’ (less the root) are labelled r,“. 
Now consider root(R’): if it is root@‘), then root(R’)‘s label is max({degree(R) + 
1, tiO’}), which is the same result given by the other path, due to the associativity 
of max. If root(R’) # root(k), then ioot(tr’) is max((ti0, degree(M) + 1}), and 
root(R’) = r0’. These results agree with the other reduction path. 
For clause (iii), the descendants of a redex Y disjoint from R must also be 
disjoint from head(M) to exist in N and N’. The only label values which might be 
affected would be the root node labels due to the reduction of M or M’, and in 
that case the residual in some subtree tj E 3. Since degree(M) = degreeM’), the: 
resulting labels have the same value. 0 
Corollary 4.7. If n system has the strong closure property, then the corresporrdir~g 
a-restricted hheliing system possesses properties 2.3-2.6. 
When reducing a word to normal form, a reduction of a redex may create one 
or more new redexes which may perpetuate the reduction. The following result 
shows that newly created redexes obtain a higher degree than the redex which 
spawned them. 
Lemma 4.8. If M > N by reduction of c redex R, then any ttew rect’cscs irl N (i.e., 
r~deses which czre ~rof rtsidrrals of redeses irk M) Cm.*e degree greater t.xm degree (R L 
Proof. Say that R = F’(t1, . . . , tnz) > G’(t 1, . . . 2 tm) = R’ using identity (.F’, G’), 
and S is some new redex in IV. Consider the relationship between S and R’: 
(i) S is disjoint from R’: not possible, for then S is a residual; 
(ii) S is R’: since the original specification was acceptable (Definition 4.U 
S = G'(tl, . . . , tm) is of the form r.fj’(Hl,. . . ,Hn)(tl,. . . , tnz), where T(j)=tz: 
each Hi a labelled 11 -ary polynomial term, %r ’ ~rz; and one Hk of the set is not 
a Idbelled variab!:: Ir . xi. Thus the label of root(Hk (t 1, . . . , tm )) has the value 
degree(K J + 1. This implies degree(S) > degree(R ). 
(iii) R’ properly contains S; sin& S is a new redex, head(S) A head f { }. 
Hecause the system is acceptable, S is of the form r . fj(H 1, . . . , Hn ) 
cd,. . . , sir1 1, H 1, . . . , Hrl E Em, s 1, . . . , .WI E W’, and some Hk 1s not a labelled 
variable; let P= Hk(s1,. . . , sr~z ). We claim max( Lroot(P)) > degree(R), for if 
root(P) is a node in head(R’ 1, its label value is degree(R) + 1; otherwise P is a 
residual of some s E {s 1, . . , snz) and the root iabel is max(Lroot!s) u 
(degree(R ) + 1))). By definition, degree(S) must be as large as this label. One of 
these two alternatives must apply, for if nc>t S is a residual. 
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(iv) S properly contains R’: since S is a I& =V redex, the homologous subtree in 
M was not, and so root(R’) n (hepJ(S)\root(S,) #{ }. Since the label of root@‘) 
has a value greater than or equal to degree(R)+ 1, degree(S) >degree(R). Cl 
Lemma 4.9. An a-restricted iubelled system with strong closure normalizes, i.e., every 
word in the system has (z normal form. 
Proof. We give an informal proof. Consider this procedure: for labelled word Mi, 
form the set 9?i, consistkg of all the redexes from Mi (whose degrees are less than 
or equal to a). Let the minimal degree of all the members of 9i be vi. Since the 
system has the strong closure property, by Corollary 4.7 a complete reduction 
relative to 2i can be performed, giving word M(i + 1). Each contraction of a 
member of 43 may generate a finite number of new redexes-M(i + 1) may not 
be in normal form. However, by Lemma 4.8, the minimal degree of %!(i + 1) is at 
least U’ + 1. Thus after at most (cu - v 0) + 1 = t repetitions (~0 the minimal degree 
of .A0 corresponding to initial word r~z 0), all potential redexes in A4z have degree 
greater than (Y, implying Mz is in normal form. 
Theorem 4.10. If CI redrtctiorl system has the strong closure property, tim inside-out 
wtirrc*timc arc cmnplcte. 
Proof [ 131. Recall that inside-out reductions are complete if for all words M, IV, 
if ,M -YV then thltre exists N’ such that M 2 N’ and A4 a,.(,. N’. Let U be the 
lahckd version of word M where each node is labelled with some initial value 
4. For M - N there exists a corresponding ‘isomorphic’ labelled reduction U 2 V ‘ 
in the lahclled system. Let (Y be the maximum degree of all the redexes reduced 
in the reduction sequence. Hence U 3 V in the a-restricted system, and by Corollary 
4.7 and Lemma 4.9 there exists some normal form V’ such that U 2 V’ and V 2 V’ 
in the restricted system. The reduction U 2 V’ can be performed in an innermost 
fashion t reducing a redex iff it contains no other redexes), as the innermost reduction 
str:ifegy is sufficient for obtaining normal forms [ 17, p. 421. Say that U = VO > V 1 ) 
. . . > I’m = C” by the innermost method, where redex Si is reduced in step Vi > 
E ‘u’ - 1). The claim is that this reduction is inside-out, as suppose i <j for some 
6)- 1-j. m, and Sj is a descendant of a redex Sj’ contained in Si in Vi. By Proposition 
4.5 &~rcc~Sj’~ = dcgree(Sj). and Sj’ is a redex in Vi-but then the reduction is not 
innerrnok WC can construct the ‘isomorphic’ unlabekd reduction corresponding 
tc, ( ’ _ \ ‘---~:ilI it .‘tl -‘:V’--and i2f >I ,, .V’. Y-J 
5. Extension to many-sorted algebras 
E’hc rcsults gmcrattxi in the previous section Glil be gx~eralized to many-sorted 
<ai _z~*:JI ‘ts; 3. 7. X 1. Define ;1 many-sorted signature ,‘+‘ -= (S = {Si j i E I}, L = {tri 1 i E I}) 
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where S specifies the sorts and C gives the operator symbols. Analogous to Section 
2, the many-sorted word algebra *W = (W = { Wi 1 i E I}; F) is constructed from a 
specification 9” and for each functionality Sl x l l l xSn +S(n + l), a set of n-ary 
(Sl,. . . , Sn, S(n + 1))-typed polynomial terms exist. Well-typed sets of identities 
8’ can be constructed, and a many-sorted abstract data type specification is an 
(9, 8) pair. 
We use the earlier results to build a carrier Ak for sort Sk as follows: let 
%! ={Wl,. . . , Wm}c W. For each Wj E 93, 1 ~j s m, designate a nonempty set 
V) E Wj of normal forms to be the answer forms for Wj. Call those unary (k, i>- typed 
polynomial terms {k, j)-typed contexts. For M, N E Wk, define the orderings M Cj N 
iff for all (k, j)-typed contexts C, V’E GVj, C(M) 2 V implies C(N) 2 V, and M =, N 
iff M CjN and N cJ4. A quotient set Wk,$ is constructed, and the concept of 
type does not obstruct the replication of the results in Sections 2 through 4-the 
quotient set has the approximation property with respect to answers ‘1;. Construct 
similar sets Wk/=,,, for each answer set -z’m CI Wm E 3. We take as the carrier for 
Sktheset Wklz,a=((al,...,arn~‘3mE Wk,vlsism,aiE Wk/-iandMEai}, 
a subspace of the product ny=, Wkjti. Partially order Wk/-.a using the pointwise 
ordering induced from the factor spaces’ orderings, and define the map &: Wk --, 
Wk/=aA as &(M) = ([A4]=rl,. . . , [M]-,,,) = [Ml=.+ The map is onto. 
Proposition 5.1. (4 k (AI’) 1 AI’ E sf(M)}is directed. 
Proof. Immediate from Proposition 3.12 and Lemma 3.13 on the factor spaces of 
the members of zI(A4). ‘III 
Theorem 5.2. U/k/ = .fl has the approximation property. 
Proof. Let (0 1,. . . . am)&! = ai, for 1 s i s m. For M E Wk, 
= ([k+l, . . *, [Ml=,,) = [M]=.xl = qhcML 3 
6. Relaxing the acceptability condition 
The restrictions for acceptable data type specifications (Definition 3. I ) guarantee 
an ‘interior node’ in a redex to safely hold the redex’s degree, protected from 
changes to sub/superwords. From Definition 4.1 stems Proposition 4.5 and the 
proof of inside-out completeness. Restriction (ii) is avoided by constructing the 
model under an augmented specification and mapping the model into the category 
of algebras corresponding to the original specification. 
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Let specification 9 = ((S, E), %‘), inducing the category Cat(Y) of algebras atisfy- 
ing 9, contain some identities (fk(x 1, . . . , xm ), G) E g, m 3 0. Create a new 
specification 9’ = ((S’, E’), k?‘) by augmenting S with new sorts T whose only 
representative in 2’ is a new nullary constant ordrator c( ) : T. Alter the type of 
fk to Oain a3 extra argument from T, viz., c( ). All occurrences of forms 
fku 1,. . . , t/ii \ in F are altered to read fk (c ( ), t 1, . . . , tm ) in g’: c ( 1 is a bogus 
argument whosi: sole purpose is to convert the offending identities to forms 
(f&d ),x1, l . . , xm ), G’) E Z?‘. Let I(M) represent the word/polynomial term M 
with occurrences of f’k augmented as described, i.e., I( fi (tl, . . . , tn) = 
fiWtl,, . . . , IWZ),, i #k, I(xi) = xi, and I(fk(r1,. . . 9 mu =.fm ), 
ml),. . , , I( tm )). Let W = ( W; F) be the word algebra for 9; W = ( W’; F’) for 9”. 
If we assume that the original system ST has the strong closure property, by clause 
ti 1 of Definition 2.2 it is clear that only one identity (F, G) E 8 mentions fk in F: 
the form fk (x 1, . . . , sm ) = G. It is easy to show 
.hoposition 6.1. M >N irz K ifil(M) HUV) irt 8’. 
Assume there exists some answer set V, c WI from which we define relation c,. 
Since all words containing operator fk are not normal forms, I( -t j? = 3 7. 
LJsing the previously stated techniques, a model *II’ E Cat(Y) can be built. Define 
a functor F: CatW) + Cat(Y) which forgets the carriers for new sorts T and applies 
the s-m-n theorem to the operations corresponding to operators jk, forgetting the 
IIIS~, constant argument I’( 1. By Proposition 6.3, F(.M’) E CatE.4 is a model for Y 
such that all carriers possess the approximation property. 
7. Conclusion 
I‘hc partial ordering established over the quotient sets gives an approximation ’ 
txwd on relative answer producing behaviour (‘information content‘) and SO has 
thi: ilavor of a Scott domain: least fixpoints exist for those words whose hehaviour 
i\ defined rccurskclV. Consider this fragment of a specification for an imperative < 
Iqwage using the while loop co:lstruct mentioned earlier: 
Sru-t Y : 
Espr~ssions, 
Statements: 
A pproxinta tim props Jf abstract data types 
Opera tars : 
mk -sequence: Statementsx Statements + Statements, 
tnk -if’: Expressions x Stater :s C Statements + Statements, 
tnk -while: Expressions x Statemems + Statements, 
ttzk -skip: Statements; 
Variables to be used itr identities: 
E E Expressions, 
S E Statements; 
The identity for describing the behaviour of a while loop reads: 
trek -while( E, S) = tlzk-if(E, nzk-sequence(S, tnk -while( E, S)), tnk -skip! )). 
For expression P and statement 6, use a context C as a unary function: 
c@+) = [ttrk -if(e, mk-sequetzce(S, AQ, ttzk+W HI z 
= u {[&-if(C, tnk-sequencetd, N), nrk-skip( H] z ] c E .@‘k ), d E c~(~)) 
by the approximation property and contl::uity of contexts. Then for A4 = 
mk -while(F, S), [Ml- = u{tnjttz EdM)}=~_I{C’*LL)~tz Xl}, (I =[f+) again 
by continuity. In general, all such ‘Kleene chains’ produced from recursive identities 
have l.u.b.‘s, and fixed point induction [14] can be used for property extraction. 
The construction of the quotient model was motivated by the desire to obtain a 
term algebra whose carrier was partially ordered in an obvious, behaviourally useful 
fashion. The result is a construction primarily useful for applications and analysis 
of a programming language. Just as there now exist different levels of semantic 
definition methods for the various users of programming languages, there also exisis 
a need for different levels of semantic model constructions. One immediate applica- 
tion is tc the model theory f>f denotational semantics as employed in [ 191. 
Finally, consider the resemblance of the construction to final algebra semantics 
[ 12, 23 j. In both, object3 are distinguished by their observable behaviour in 
producing established an2wzr forms. In the terminology of [12], the set of contexts 
is the ‘distinguishing set’ of the specification. When a data type is extended with a 
new carrier based upon arswer sets which are themselves exactly the carriers of 
existing sorts, the extended data type is the final algebra in the category of all such 
t.xtensions. 
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